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Molecular basis of transfusion dependent
beta-thalassemia major patients in Sabah

Lai Kuan Teh1, Elizabeth George1, Mei I Lai1, Jin Ai Mary Anne Tan2, Lily Wong3 and Patimah Ismail4

Beta-thalassemia is one of the most prevalent inherited diseases and a public health problem in Malaysia. Malaysia is

geographically divided into West and East Malaysia. In Sabah, a state in East Malaysia, there are over 1000 estimated cases

of b-thalassemia major patients. Accurate population frequency data of the molecular basis of b-thalassemia major are needed

for planning its control in the high-risk population of Sabah. Characterization of b-globin gene defects was done in 252

transfusion dependent b-thalassemia patients incorporating few PCR techniques. The study demonstrates that b-thalassemia

mutations inherited are ethnically dependent. It is important to note that 86.9% of transfusion-dependent b-thalassemia major

patients in Sabah were of the indigenous population and homozygous for a single mutation. The Filipino b0-deletion was a

unique mutation found in the indigenous population of Sabah. Mutations common in West Malaysia were found in 11 (4.3%)

patients. Four rare mutations (Hb Monroe, CD 8/9, CD 123/124/125 and IVS I-2) were also found. This study is informative on

the population genetics of b-thalassemia major in Sabah.
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INTRODUCTION

Geographically, Malaysia is divided into West Malaysia (Peninsular
Malaysia) and East Malaysia. The population is over 28.3 million and
multiethnic,1 whereB80% are from West Malaysia and 20% are from
East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak).2 In East Malaysia, the population
of Sabah and Sarawak are 70 and 50% indigenous, respectively. The
population in Sabah was 3 117 405 in the year 2013,3 and divided into
35 officially recognized ethnic groups.4 The racial groups are
heterogeneous where the largest indigenous ethnic group in Sabah
is the Kadazandusun (25%), followed by Bajau (15%) and Murut
(3%).3

Beta-thalassemia major (b-TM) is the most common inherited
disorder of hemoglobin synthesis and a recognized public health
problem in Malaysia.5,6 The total number of transfusion-dependent
thalassemia patients was 4768 in May 2010 (National Thalassaemia
Registry), where the estimated transfusion dependent b-TM in Sabah
was over 1000 cases.
b-thalassemia is characterized by a quantitative deficiency of

functional b-globin chains, leading to an imbalanced globin chain
production and an excess of a-globin chains. Precipitation of excess
a-globin chains results in damage of the red cell precursor membrane
leading to apoptosis and extensive intramedullary destruction of
erythroid precursors in the bone marrow (ineffective erythropoi-
esis).7,8 Wide spectrum of disease severity is a consequence of affected

genes by different allele/mutations or different combinations of
mutations inherited.9 b-thalasssaemia allele is the most consistent
genotypic factor in prediction of phenotype of thalassemia.10 There
are over 200 mutations reported that affect transcription, translation
or RNA processing. Carriers or heterozygous for b-globin gene
mutations are clinically normal and go through their life unaware
of their carrier status. However, they have a 25% risk of having a child
with b-TM in each pregnancy when both partners are b-thalassemia
carriers. b-TM patient is transfusion dependent and requires iron
chelation for life.11,12 Mortality and morbidity in b-TM patients can
be caused by the complications of iron overload, including sequelae of
anemia, ineffective erythropoiesis and chelation therapy.12,13

Each ethnic group has a common set of four to five mutations that
comprises more than 95% of the mutations seen.11 In the last 15
years, the b-globin mutations has been well documented in the main
racial groups in Peninsular Malaysia (West Malaysia) (Malays and
Chinese5,6,14–20). The common b-globin mutations that account for
73% of the mutations in Malays are Hb E, IVS I-5 (G-C) and IVS
I-1 (G-T). The common b-globin mutations that account for 90%
of the mutations in Chinese-Malaysians are CD 41/42 (-TCTT), IVS
II-654 (C-T), -28 (A-G), CD 17 (A-T) and CD 71/72 (þA),
respectively.5,6,14–20 The complete spectrum of b-thalassemia
mutations in East Malaysia is still unknown. Multiethnic migration
from Brunei, Philippines and other places to this region makes the
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identification of b-thalassemia more complex. However, previous
studies in limited number of b-TM patients from Sabah indicated the
large b-globin gene deletion (Filipino b1-deletion) is the most
common mutation found.20–22

In this report, mutations in transfusion dependent b-TM patients
from Sabah population were delineated using molecular analysis. As
Filipino b0-deletion was a common mutation noted in previous
studies, the patient’s DNAwas first analyzed by Gap-PCR, followed by
reverse dot blot hybridization and amplification refractory mutation
system for mutations frequently encountered in West Malaysia. DNA
sequencing was done to identify unknown mutations. In developing
countries including Malaysia, technology for molecular analysis of
thalassemia is limited. Elucidation of the spectrum of mutations that
are largely ethnic-specific in their distribution will be informative for
development of cost-effective and feasible PCR-based methods to
identify b-thalassemia in this region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects
In this study, a total of 252 blood samples were collected from transfusion-

dependent b-TM patients from 11 hospitals in different regions of Sabah.

Approval was obtained from Medical Ethics Committee of the Faculty of

Medicine and Health Sciences, Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM/FPSK/PADS/

T7-MJKEtikaPer/F01(JPAT_JUL(10)06)) and the Ministry of Health Medical

Research Ethics Committee (NMRR-10-850-7075). The study was conducted

in concordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was

obtained from the study participants before blood sample collection.

DNA isolation
Two milliliters of venous blood was collected in ethylenediamine tetraacetic

acid (EDTA) vacutainers from b-TM patients. Genomic DNA was extracted

from leukocytes in peripheral whole blood samples by using QIAamp DNA

midi kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany). Quality and quantity of the

extracted genomic DNA were determined using Nanodrop 1000 Spectro-

photometer (Thermo Scientific, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Wilmington,

DE, USA) and gel electrophoresis using 0.8% ethidium bromide-stained

agarose gel in 1� tris-acetic-EDTA buffer at 10V cm�1 for 20min.

Beta globin gene analysis

Filipino b0-deletion: Gap-PCR. Gap-PCR technique was performed by using

specific primers that flank across the deleted region of the b-globin gene

complex according to previous published assay.23 PCR amplification was

conducted in 25ml reaction volume containing 100ng genomic DNA, a

mixture of 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.4mM of the two forward primers, 0.6mM of

reverse primer, 50mM KCl, 10mM Tris (pH 8.3), 200mM of mixture dNTP,

0.02Uml�1 Taq polymerase and 2% glycerol. The cycling reaction was

performed in a programmable thermal cycler (Takara PCR thermal cycler

Dice, TP600 gradient, Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Shiga, Japan) at initial

denaturation for 5min at 95 1C, followed by 35 cycles of 95 1C denaturation

for 1min, 60 1C annealing for 1min, 72 1C extension for 1min and a final

extension for 10min at 72 1C. Each amplified product (10ml) was analyzed

using 1.5% ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer at

10 volts cm�1 for an hour. The gel was then visualized on an ultraviolet

transilluminator (G:box bioimaging systems, Synoptics Ltd, Cambridge, UK).

If Gap-PCR failed to detect the mutation, the samples were further analyzed

for point mutations.

Point mutations detection: reverse dot blot hybridization-strip assay. A total of

33 samples consisting of 22 b-TM heterozygous for the Filipino b0-deletion
and 11 with unidentified mutations were further analyzed for another 22 b-
thalassemia mutations using b-globin strip assay (Viennalab Diagnostics

GmbH, Vienna, Austria). The 22 b-globin mutations screened for were: -31

(A-G) [NM_000518.4:c.-50-31A4G]; -29 (A-G) [NM_000518.4:c.-50-

29A4G]; -28 (A-G) [NM_000518.4:c.-50-28A4G]; CAPþ 1 (A-C)

[NM_000518.4:c.-50A4C]; Init CD ATG4AGG [NM_000518.4:c.2T4G];

CD 8/9 (þG) [NM_000518.4:c.27_28insG], CD 15 (TGG-TAG)

[NM_000518.4:c.47G4A]; CD 17 (A-T) [NM_000518.4:c.52A4T];CD 19

(AAC-AGC; Asn-Ser; Hb Malay) [NM_000518.4:c.59A4G]; CD 26 (G-
A; Glu-Lys; Hb E) [NM_000518.4:c.79G4A]; CD 27/28 (þC)

[NM_000518.4:c.84_85insC]; IVS I-I (G-T) [NM_000518.4:c.92þ
1G4T]; IVS I-5 (G-C) [NM_000518.4:c.92þ 5G4C]; CD 41/42

(-TTCT) [NM_000518.4:c.124_127delTTCT]; CD 43 (GAG-TAG)

[NM_000518.4:c.130G4T]; CD 71/72 (þA) [NM_000518.4:c.216_217insA];

CD 89/9 (-GT)[NM_000518.4:c.269_270delGT]; CD 90 (GAG-TAG)

[NM_000518.4:c.271G4T]; CD 95 (þA) [NM_000518.4:c.287_288insA];

IVS II-1 (G-A) [NM_000518.4:c.315þ 1G4A]; IVS II-654 (C-T)

[NM_000518.4:c.316-197C4T] and CD 121 (GAA-TAA; Glu-TermCD)

[NM_000518.4:c.364G4T].

Point mutations detection: amplification refractory mutation system-PCR.

amplification refractory mutation system-PCR was run in parallel for the

detection of the 12 common b-thalassemia mutations seen in Malaysia24,25

(Hb E, Hb Malay, IVS I-5 (G-C), IVS I-1 (G-T), CD 8/9 (þG), CAPþ 1

(A-C), CD 41/42 (-TTCT), IVS II-654 (C-T), CD 17 (A-T), -28 (A-G),

-29 (A-G) and CD 71/72 (þA)).

When the reverse dot blot hybridization and amplification refractory

mutation system-PCR assays were unable to detect any mutations, sequencing

of b-globin gene was performed.

Unknown mutations detection: DNA Sequencing. The 1.6 kb of b-globin gene

including the 50 and 30 untranslated region was amplified in three fragments. 50

promoter region, 50 untranslated region, exon 1, intron 1 and part of exon 2

were amplified using primer bA-Fw (50-CGATCTTCAATATGCTTACCAA-30)
and bA-Rv (50-AACGATCCTGAGACTTCCACA-30) as a 947 bp fragment.

Intron 2 was amplified using primer bB-Fw (50-GCACGTGGATCCTGA-
GAACT-30) and bB-Rv (50-CACACAGACCAGCACGTTG-30) as a 901 bp

fragment. Exon 3 and 30 untranslated region were amplified using primer

bC-Fw (50-GCTAATCATGTTCATACCTCTT-30) and bC-Rv (50-CAGATTCC
GGGTCACTGTG-30) as a 854 bp fragment.26,27 PCR amplification was

conducted in 50ml reaction volume containing 100ng genomic DNA,

2.5mM MgCl2, 0.4mmol of each primer, 50mM KCl, 10mM tris (pH 8.3),

200mM of each dNTP and 0.04Uml�1 Taq polymerase. The cycling reaction

was performed in a programmable thermal cycler (Takara PCR thermal cycler

Dice, TP600 gradient, Takara Bio Inc.) at initial denaturation for 5min at

95 1C, followed by 35 cycles of 95 1C denaturation for 30 s, 60 1C annealing for

30 s, 72 1C extension for 1min and a final extension for 7min at 72 1C. PCR

products were purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen),

followed by quality and quantity analysis using Nanodrop 1000

Spectrophotometer. Pure PCR products were sent for sequencing service

using BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems,

Warrington, UK) and analyzed on the ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied

Biosystems). Sequence alignment and assembly was done by using DNA baser

sequence assembly software (Heracle Biosoft SRL, Arges, Germany).

RESULTS

A total of 252 b-TM patients from Sabah were recruited for this study.
Frequency of b-thalassemia alleles in b-TM patients in Sabah
population is shown in Table 1, whereas the ethnic distribution
among the b-TM patients is shown in Table 2. Filipino b0-deletion
was identified as the most common mutation with 460 alleles
(91.3%). A total of 219 (86.9%) patients were homozygous for the
Filipino b0-deletion: 185 (84.5%) were from the indigenous popula-
tion; Kadazandusun (137), Rungus (20), Murut (10), Sungai (9),
Bajau (4) and Bruneian (5). Two were found with mixed-indigenous
ethnicity (indigenous-Sabah/Chinese (2)). The ethnicities for the
remaining 32 b-TM patients homozygous for Filipino b0-deletion
were not reported.
Compound heterozygosity of Filipino b0-deletion was found in 22

(8.7%) patients where 16 patients (72.7%) had both Filipino
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b0-deletion and bþ -mutations (b1/bþ ). Among the 22 cases, 6 were
found compound heterozygous with CD 26 (G-A; Hb E) and
CD 19 (A-G; Hb Malay), respectively. Two were compound

heterozygous with poly-A tail mutation (AATAAA-AATAGA) and
CD 71/72 (þA), respectively. The remaining four cases were
compound heterozygous for CD 17 (A-T), IVS I-5 (G-C), IVS
II-654 (C-T) and one rare mutation, Hb Monroe (G-C). The
second mutation for two cases could not be identified. Mutations
common in West Malaysia were found in 11 (4.3%) patients.

DISCUSSION

Sabah, a state in Malaysia, is situated at the northern part of the
Borneo Island. In this report, we describe the spectrum of b-globin
gene mutations identified in 252 b-TM patients in Sabah. The
mutations identified in this region showed great discrepancy when
compared with the West Malaysia (Peninsular Malaysia).5,6,14–20 These
findings indicate a clear genetic difference between Sabah (East
Malaysia) and West Malaysia. This can be attributed by regional
differences in demography and that the population in Sabah and
Peninsular Malaysia is genetically distinct historically.
The close proximity of Sabah in North Borneo and the Philippines

has allowed migration drift to occur. The Filipino b0-deletion was first
reported by Motum et al.28 in a Filipino family and found in 45.8%
of the b-globin mutant alleles in the Taiwan-Filipinos.28,29

This mutation was also found in Indonesians from the eastern
part of Indonesia due to its adjacent geographical locations
to Philippines.30,31 In our study, Filipino b0-deletion was the
predominant mutation identified in the indigenous population of
Sabah (homozygosity: 219 (86.9%) especially in Kadazandusun (137
(62.6%)). This is in keeping with previous studies, where the Fililpino

Table 1 Frequency of b-thalassemia alleles in b-TM patients in

Sabah population (n¼252; 504 alleles)

b-thalassemia

mutations

Type of b-

thalassemia

Number of

alleles (n)

Frequency

(%)

Fil b1-deletion b1 460 91.3

Codon 26 (G-A) (Hb E) bþ 8 1.6

Codon 19 (A-G) (Hb Malay) bþ 7 1.4

Codon 41/42 (-TTCT) b1 6 1.1

Poly-A (A-G) bþ 4 0.8

IVS II-654 (C-T) bþ 3 0.6

Codon 71/72 (þA) b1 3 0.6

-28 (A-G) bþ 3 0.6

IVS I-5 (G-C) bþ 2 0.4

Codon 8/9 (þG) b1 2 0.4

Codon 17 (A-T) b1 1 0.2

Codon 30 (G-C) (Hb Monroe) b1 1 0.2

IVS I-2 (T-G) b1 1 0.2

Codons 123/124/125

(-ACCCCACCC)

b1 1 0.2

Unidentified � 2 0.4

Total 504 100

Abbreviation: b-TM, b-thalassemia major.

Table 2 Frequency of b-globin gene molecular defects and ethnicity distribution among b-TM patients in Sabah population (n¼252)

Total

b-globin gene defect (n) Genotype Kadazandusun Rungus Murut Sungai Bajau Bruneiana Chinese Others N %

Homozygous Fil b1-deletion b1/b1 137 20 10 9 4 5b 2c 32d 219 86.9

Heterozygous Fil b1-deletion 22 8.7

Fil b1-deletion/Hb E b1/bþ 1 — 1 2 2 — — — 6

Fil b1-deletion/Hb Malay b1/bþ 1 — — 2 2 1 — — 6

Fil b1-deletion/poly-A b1/bþ 1 — — — — 1(Kedayan) — — 2

Fil b1-deletion/codon 71/72 b1/b1 1 — — — — — — 1 (Sino-)e 2

Fil b1-deletion/codon 17 b1/b1 1 — — — — — — — 1

Fil b1-deletion/IVS I–5 b1/bþ — — — — — — — 1 (Jawa) 1

Fil b1-deletion/IVS II-654 b1/bþ 1 — — — — — — — 1

Fil b1-deletion/Hb Monroe b1/b1 — — — — — — — 1 (Jawa) 1

Fil b1-deletion/unidentified b1/UI — 1 — 1 — — — — 2

Other b-thalassemia mutations 11 4.4

Homozygous codon 41/42 b1/b1 — — — — — — 2 — 2

Homozygous IVS II-654 bþ /bþ — — — — — — 1 — 1

Codon 8/9/poly-A tail b1/bþ — — — — — 2 — — 2

�28/codon 41/42 bþ /b1 — — — — — — 2 — 2

Hb E/IVS I-5 bþ /bþ — — — — — — — 1 (Malay) 1

Hb E/IVS I-II b1/b1 — — — — 1 — — — 1

�28/codon 71/72 bþ /b1 — — — — — — 1 — 1

Cd 19/Cd 123/124/125 (�9 bp) bþ /b1 — — — — — — — 1 (Banjar) 1

143 21 11 14 9 9 8 37 252 100

Abbreviation: b-TM, b-thalassemia major.
aBruneian: Brunei Malay and Brunei Kedayan.
b5 (4 Brunei Malay and 1 Brunei Kedayan).
cindigenous-Sabah/Chinese.
dEthnicity not reported.
eSino-Kadazan (intermarriage between Chinese and Kadazandusun).
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b0-deletion was also found in the Kadazandusun.21,22,32 We conclude
that Filipino b0-deletion is largely specific in its distribution,
occurring predominantly in the indigenous population of Sabah.
In b-thalassemia, the majority of mutations are point mutations

(such as single nucleotide substitutions), minor insertions or dele-
tions within the gene or its immediate flanking sequence.7,8 The
Fililpino b0-deletion is the largest deletion seen among the mutations
identified in Malaysia, which leads to a severe b0-thalassemia
phenotype with totally absence of b-globin chains expression. This
deletion was first reported as 45kb deletion17,23 and in a recent study,
it was discovered as 118 kb deletion.33 The 50 deletion breakpoint had
been defined at the position �4279 relative to the mRNA capsite of
the b-globin gene and the 30 breakpoint extending to the downstream
of b-globin gene, six olfactory reception genes (four functional OR
genes and two OR pseudogenes) including one g-globin enhancer
located at OR52A1. This g-globin enhancer contained enhancer
element that conveys continuous expression of fetal globin genes.
Deletion of this enhancer might contribute to a significant reduction
of the compensatory g-globin gene expression, leading to lower Hb F
production and exacerbate the phenotype of b-thalassemia.23,28,33

Common hemoglobin (Hb) variants in West Malaysia were found
to coexist with the Fililpino b0-deletion. The Hb variants found in
our study were Hb Malay and Hb E. Hb E is a common bþ -Hb
variant found among Malays.6 Coexistence of Hb E with Filipino
b0-deletion had been reported in Thai population34 and three
Indonesian patients.31 The Thai patient had severe hypochromic
microcytic anemia and an elevation of Hb A2 level. In our study six
patients were found to coexist with Hb E, where only one was a
Kadazandusun. The presence of Hb E mutation in Sabah may be due
to intermarriage of Malays with the indigenous population.
Coexistence of Filipino b0-deletion with some common mutations

in West Malaysia was also found. Common b-thalassemia mutations
were seen in seven (2.8%) of b-TM patients, consisting of Poly-A
(A-G); CD 71/72 (þA); CD 17 (A-T); IVS I-5 (G-C) and IVS
II-654 (C-T). We may assume that the Filipino b0-deletion allele
was inherited from the parent who is from the indigenous population,
whereas the second allele might be inherited from the parent who is
Malaysian-Chinese or Malaysian-Malay from West Malaysia.
However, further studies into ethnicity background in this group
would be required.
In the transfusion dependent b-TM patients, 16 (72.7%) were b1/

bþ . These patients may have been clinically severe as a consequence
of gene modifiers. Environmental factors, intercurrent infections,
nutritional status and access to health care facilities may be
confounding factors.35

Eleven patients (4.4%) were found without the Filipino b0-deletion
allele and no Kadazandusun were found in this group. The majority
were Chinese, followed by Malay, Bruneian, Bajau and Banjar. Among
the six Chinese patients, the mutations inherited were in concordance
with the common mutations found among Malaysian-Chinese in
West Malaysia.5,6,14–20 Similar observation was noticed in the Malay
patient with Hb E/IVS I-5, which are common mutations among
Malaysian-Malays in West Malaysia.5,6,14–20 The remaining four
patients inherited some rare mutations (Hb Monroe, CD 123/124/
125, IVS I-2 (T-G) and CD 8/9 (þG)), which were rarely found in
West Malaysia.
The patient who was compound heterozygous for Filipino b0-

deletion with Hb Monroe originated from Jawa. This rare mutation
was first reported in 1988 by Gonzalez-Redondo et al. in a
transfusion-dependent 15-year-old black female from USA and is
commonly found in Black, Libyan, Tunisian, Mediterranean and

African-Americans.36–38 Hb Monroe (NM_000518.4:c.92G4C) also
known as Hb Kairouan and has a b0-thalassemia phenotype. The
mutation is located at codon 30 of exon 1 with position at
chromosome 11, 5 248 160. In the normal b-globin gene, codon 30
(AGG) is divided by intron 1 and AG dinucleotide is required for
normal splicing. The change of nucleotide G to C at position �1 of
intron 1 results in transition of Arg to Thr (AGG-ACG), forming
the mutant hemoglobin (Hb Monroe), which severely reduces the
utilization of the normal 50 splice site. The splicing efficiency will be
reduced as 98% of the correct splicing is inhibited and no normal
mRNA is formed (Itha ID: 100; Hb Var ID: 290).37–40

Compound heterozygous of CD 123/124/125 with CD 19 was
found in an indigenous patient with Banjar ethnicity. This mutation
was first reported in 1991 by Fucharoen et al.41 in a 3-year-old
Northeastern Thai patient with large inclusion bodies observed in
peripheral blood. This variant is a b0-thalassemia with deletion of
eight bases (50-ACCCCACC-30) in CD 123/124/125, exon 3 of b-
globin gene situated at chromosome 11, from 5 246 894–5 246 902
(NM_000518.4:c.370_378delACCCCACCA). This mutation is also
known as beta-Khon Kaen and results in formation of big inclusion
bodies due to the changes of the reading frame of 135 amino acids
with the new codon 136, which is a stop codon (TAA). The normal
amino-acid residues of the b-globin chain are eliminated from codon
123–146, where the H-helix involved in a1b1 contact and a1b2
subunit interactions will be interfered. The mutant globin chain does
not interact with the a-globin chain and will be removed by
proteolysis. Hence, the chains produced are highly unstable and are
likely to be degraded soon after translation (Itha ID: 246; Hb Var ID:
953).39,40

Compound heterozygous of Hb E with IVS I-2 (T-G;
AGGTTGGT-AGGGTGGT) (NM_000518.4:c.92þ 2T4G) was
found in an indigenous patient with Bajau ethnicity. IVS I-2 is
commonly found in Tunisians. This rare mutation results in b0-
thalassemia with the transition of T to G at intron 1 with position at
chromosome 11, 5 248 158. The transition changes in the GT
dinucleotide disturbs the normal splicing event and no normal
mRNA is produced (Itha ID: 104; Hb Var ID: 821).39,40

In our study, compound heterozygous CD 8/9 (þG) with poly-A
(A-G) were seen in two Bruneian patients. This mutation is
commonly found in Asian Indians, such as Pathans with the
frequency of 48.3%,42 followed by Pakistani (25.9%), Punjabi
(31.9%42), Iranian (11.03%), Bangladeshi (10%) and Spanish
(8.6%43). CD 8/9 (þG) (NM_000518.4:c.27_28insG) results by
insertion of a G nucleotide between the codons 8 and 9 of b-gene,
located at exon 1 of chromosome 11, at 5 248 224–5 248 225. It
changes the sequences AAG TGT (Lys; Ser) to AAG G TCT. This
frameshift results in the termination of translation at codon 22 (TGA)
and has a b0-thalassemia phenotype with complete absence of b-
globin chain production (Itha ID: 62; Hb Var ID: 786).39,40,42–44

CONCLUSION

Genotype characterization in thalassemia is crucial to the successful
implementation of prenatal diagnosis and disease management
strategies. Ethnicity is an important factor in the molecular diagnosis
of b-thalassemia. In this study, the spectrum of b-thalassemia
mutations in Sabah was delineated. This report reveals a notable
regional specificity of the Filipino b0-deletion. Given the demon-
strated low frequency of b-thalassemia alleles in the indigenous
population of Sabah, the present study is informative. This finding
suggests that the indigenous population of Sabah and Philippines may
belong to the same stock and origin. Importantly testing for the
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Filipino b0-deletion as the first step identified this mutation in 86.9%
of b-TM patients in Sabah. Thus, a cost-effective strategy would be to
do Gap-PCR for the Filipino b0-deletion as the first step to identify
mutations in b-TM patients.
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